## What does it take to make media more inclusive?

### Building Accessibility into Online Media
- Audio Articles Make Longform Journalism More Accessible to Busy Readers
- Making News Websites Accessible to All
- Accessibility in journalism: How do we make information available to all?
- More Important, But Less Robust? Five Things Everybody Needs to Know about the Future of Journalism

### Respecting Identities and Perspectives
- Cherokee Nation citizens like me are used to people claiming our heritage. It's exhausting.
- HRC's Brief Guide to Getting Transgender Coverage Right
- Stop Trying to Standardize Your Students’ Language
- Navigating Newsrooms As A Minority
- Journalists as Characters: Using First-Person Narration to Drive Stories

### Responsible Reporting in Mainstream Media
- Everyone knows headlines are broken. Here's how news organizations can start fixing them
- How to Slow the Spread of Disinformation: A Guide for Newsrooms
- Joe Theismann Joined Fox News To Talk “Redskins.” It Went Poorly.
- I tripped up while reporting on gender and sexuality. Here’s what I learned
- 8 Photo Mix-ups: News Outlets Used Wrong Photo or Botched Photo Caption
- How should social journalists report on the transgender community?
- The news media usually show immigrants as dangerous criminals. That's changed — for now, at least.
- Reporting On Religion: When Neutrality And Faith Collide
- Who Fact-Checks the Fact-Checkers?
- How Videos of Police Brutality Traumatize African Americans and Undermine the Search for Justice
- Fact-Checking the Fact-Checker on Migration from Islamic Countries

### Language Usage Matters
- Conscious Style Guide: The Case For Capitalizing Black And White In Context Of Racial Identity
- How to Make Your Writing More Inclusive
- Yes, you can call me disabled
- New Latinx generation embraces the code-switching identity once derided as ‘pocho’
- Why Are Reporters Constantly Misquoting People?
- How ‘Both Sides’ Journalism Is Failing Transgender People
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Subscribe to “Three Little Things” newsletter. | Find more resources like this at: egwmedia.com/resources
egwmedia.com | inclusivemediasolutions.com
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